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A study of a hypertext museum exhibit

Joan C. Nordbotten and Svein Nordbotten

We have studied usage patterns for a small hypertext exhibit. This exhib't '
brief introduction to six research projects from the School of Social Scien
University of Bergen^. The projects are from anthropology (Canadian Indians and
Palestinians), studies of private business (banking and shipping), and public inf
mation systems (Inca statisticians and modern IT systems). Our underlying questi
on has been to study how technical implementation effects the usage of hypertext
exhibits.

Exhibit design
Information dissemination using hypertext documents
Traditionally, libraries, museums, news media, and public and private organizations disseminate information using printed documents containing texts, images,
statistical tables, charts, and/or maps. Other document forms include film, sound
recordings, video, and electronic databases [Lund 1994]. Hypertext/hypermedia
documents' are increasingly being used for dissemination of electronic information. Museums worldwide are implementing hypertext exhibits. Perhaps the most
ambitious of which is that of the Ministry of Culture in France which is to contain
more than 22.5 million documents [Mannoni 1996, 1997]2. Smaller exhibits can be
found within museum buildings and as Internet/WWW exhibits [BowenJ. 1997].
The internet offers 'unlimited' space for information storage, as well as information access for the general public. Hypertext technology supports personalized,
nonlinear information retrieval and is expected to encourage information exploration and make knowledge acquisition enjoyable [Shneidermanl993]. Unfortunately,
little is known about whether the intended public has been reached or how these
systems are used [Dayl995]. In particular, little is known about the search strategies used by the casual information browsers typical of museum visitors and Internet
users.
Hypertext systems are not without problems. User disorientation, a feeling of being
«lost in space», is expected to be aggravated as the quantity of available information increases [Conklinl987, Preece 1994]. Information overload may explain the
relatively few pages or documents actually viewed [Shneidermanl989]. Further,
the embedded link structure of hypertext may actually hinder location of specific
information [MacKenzie 1996]. We need to know more about the usage characte76
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The social science exhibit, titled «People in society» (Mennesker og Samfunn)4
consists of 33 interlinked HTML linked pages: a cover page with usage instructions, 5 index pages, and 27 project presentation pages. It has been implemented
using a Netscape browser and the WebSite server on a stand-alone computer with a
touch sensitive screen. The cover page instructions for activating the exhibit were
also posted on the lectern. Figure 1 shows the cover page and overview index.
In the development of the exhibit, it was assumed that museum visitors would
not have a priori knowledge of the exhibit contents and thus would be curious
browsers rather than problem solvers. It was expected that these users would follow
personal interest in topic selection, i.e. use a nonlinear progression through the exhibit. Primary design goals were to provide an interesting, holistic exhibit with multiple navigation tools.
Since the six projects are independent and thematically quite different, a uniform presentation format using a book layout metaphor, was chosen. The exhibit
starts with a table-of-contents style index. All text is in a single language. Each detail page is thematically complete (no scrolling). A standard page layout defines title and text font selection, and text, image, and navigation bar placement. Each project overview page contains embedded text links to its detail pages. An example is
shown in Figure 2 (see p 86) which gives the first and last pages of the Canadian,
«Mushuau Innu» Indian project presentation. Note that the page titled «Mushau
Innu er en urbefolkning» (Fig.2b), is directly accessible via the embedded text link
«urbefolkninger» in the last sentence of the project overview page (Fig.2a).
A navigation bar containing 5 'buttons' plus the anniversary logo for the university is included on each project page to reduce viewer disorientation. The buttons activate the overview index page ('oversikt', shown in Fig. Ib), the current theme index ('start'), the next detail page ('neste'), or the current project introductory
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page ('forrige'). The exit button ('avslutt') returns to the exhibit's cover page. An
automatic return to the cover page is made whenever the exhibit is idle for more
than 45 seconds, assuring that most users will start at the beginning of the exhibit.
The hierarchical exhibit structure, shown in Figure 3, was chosen to give equal
access distance to 16-20 project presentations. In this structure the path to any project requires 3 page selections, 1st activating the Theme index, 2nd a list selection of
theme area, and finally a list selection of the project to be displayed. It was assumed that this structure would support nonlinear (personal) selection of interesting
topics. The overview index, shown in Fig.lb, combines the 2-level main index
structure, giving a single page index of the exhibit. An alternative could be an alphabetical, keyword index structure. However, the alphabetical index structure appeared to encourage serial topic selection following the index list [Shneidermanl989].

Usage indicators
Two aspects are expected to effect hypertext exhibit usage: user interest in the subject matter presented and information accessibility. A measure of user interest can
be the time spent within the exhibit and on individual pages, as well as the number
of pages viewed. Navigation patterns, defined as the sequence of pages selected by
a viewer, can indicate both topic interest and accessibility. We expect substantial
differences due to user interest and/or page accessibility.
One measure of information accessibility is the complexity and length of the
access path5. High use of orientation tools, such as backtracking, restart, and the
overview page can be an indicator of interest or of exhibit complexity and/or user
disorientation, the «lost in space» phenomena. Low use of embedded links can indicate that casual information seekers do not make use of non-serial access to information.
In our study of user activity, we focused on the following questions:
I User interest:
• What percentage of the museum visitors used the electronic exhibit?
How many pages were viewed by each visitor?
• How much time was spent by each visitor?
II: Topic interest
• What was the selection frequency for the different projects/topics?
What was the selection and time distribution for the project detail pages?
Ill Exhibit navigation:
• Which were the most frequently used paths through the exhibition?
• What was the frequency and time usage for the index pages?

•

To which degree did the users utilize nonlinear access to exhibit components?

Data collection
The data for the following usage analysis is from October 16 to November 13,
1996, a period when the technical system was stable. The 2700 visitors to the museum during this period were adults (35%), youth (37%) and classes of school and
preschool pupils (28%)6. The exhibit usage data is taken from the system log,
which records the time and source page identifier for each page change. No user
identification is available on stand-alone systems. A questionnaire asking about the
visitor's sex, age, and opinion of the exhibition, that was displayed by the 'exit' button, had to be discontinued because visitors had problems activating the questionnaire responses. A visitor session is defined by a page transition from the cover
page to the Theme index. Table 1 gives the page usage summary for the observation period.

Observations
User interest
The number of exhibit users has been taken as the number of transitions from the
exhibit cover page to the theme index. This is an approximation since the cover
page was displayed whenever a visitor selected the 'exit' button or the system registered a 'time-out'. Some visitors may have exited and restarted, while others
may have immediately continued at the position the previous visitor left. Using the
above assumptions, 450 sessions were activated during the observation period.
There were 119 'false starts' where the exhibit was activated and then immediately
exited7. Subtracting the false start sessions, we have 331 visitor sessions to the exhibit.
The exhibit attracted about 15% of the museum's total visitors. The average
number of daily visitors, 16, varied from 2 to 99. Considering that the exhibit was
placed in a back corner of a 3rd floor room, this may not be an exceptionally low
percentage.
Session length averaged 6.2 pages, varying from 3 to 50 pages8. Path analysis
shows that 56% (185) of the sessions contained only index pages. Presumably these visitors found nothing of interest in the exhibit9. The remaining 146 sessions
contained an average of 1.7 project selections displaying an average of 5.4 project
pages.
Session time was calculated from the first initiation of the theme index to the
return to the cover page. The last page time was ignored if it equaled the system reset time under the assumption that the visitor had left the exhibit. Thus, total sessi-
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on time may be somewhat understated. The exhibit was active for a total of 4.8
hours during the observation period. The average time for visitor sessions was 52
seconds, varying from 3 seconds to 5.8 minutes.
Topic interest
Table 1 gives the access data for each of the exhibit pages. Initial project selection
is via an index10. The frequency distribution for the 255 project selections is given
below.

The falling selection frequency of detail pages indicates use of the 'next-page' na
vigation button and a correlation between information accessibility and path
Average display time for the project pages was 7.8 seconds. In general the pro
ject introductory page was viewed longest (9 sec.), while display times decreased
by path length for the detail pages. Display times for the enlargement pages averaged 8 3/4 sec., indicating that, when selected, they were also 'studied'.

Exhibit navigation
Theme area

Projects

Non western cultures

Mushuau Innu
Palestinians
Banking networks
Maritime security
Inca statisticians
Modern IT systems

Business
Public information
Systems

The 146 sessions including project selections had navigation path with 3 components: project selection using the indexes, 1-8 project pages, and an exit from the
project presentation. About 20% continued within the exhibit to another project selection. As shown above, the three most frequently used paths were along pages-

Selection
Frequency %
35
88
14
35
22
55
8
20
18
47
4
10

Path: index:
l-> 3
1->13

l->24

The table above lists the theme areas and projects as they were presented to the user
in the indexes (see also figures Ib and 3). Note the selection frequency percentage
pattern between both theme areas and theme projects: 35:14, 22:8, and 18:4, indicating that most users selected the 1st index option at both index levels.
The table below shows the number of times each project page was selected.
Note that the introductory page was commonly reselected, either for more detail or
perhaps on a «return-to-start» route. The 4 chart enlargement pages", which could
only return to the parent page are added to the parent page count and given in parenthesis.
Project theme
Mushuau Innu
Palestinians
Banking networks
Maritime security
Inca statisticians
Modern IT systems
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Introductory
Page selection
119
48
71
32
63
16

1
58
16
34 (48)
21
25
4

Detail page
2
3
39
43
16(24)
22
23 (32)
.
.
.
29
5
2

4
29
14
.
2

to project page#
» 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
» 14 and 15,
»25,

Project name
Innu
bank
Inca statisticians

Table 2 gives the page transition frequency matrix for the observation period12. The
transition matrix shows clearly (by the diagonal pattern) that the most frequently
used paths follow the layout of the indexes, i.e. 1st project in the 1st theme, followed by the 1st project in the 2nd theme, etc. Project detail pages are mainly accessed in their serial order, using the 'next-page' button. Selection frequency decreases with path length.
Index selection accounted for 59% of the page displays, which is as expected
for the 2-level index structure. The main theme index was reselected from a project
index 145 times, which with the 93 overview index displays, indicates that about
75% of sessions included a 1st level index page more than once. Index page display
time averages showed little variation, averaging 8.8 seconds with variations from
8.4-10.4 sec.
In all, 86% of all visitors exit the exhibit from an index or project introductory
page, indicating a high tendency to continue once a project presentation has been
initiated.
Three types of links were included in the project pages: underlined keywords
within sentences, list elements, or framed charts/pictures. The keyword links were
predominantly included in the project overview page13. About 25% of the transitions to a detail page used the keyword link.
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Summary and discussion
Usage characteristics for other hypertext museum exhibits are reported in [Shneiderman!989, Yamadal995]. Shneidermans study consists of 2 exhibits of 30 and
200 text-based articles respectively. Both were placed in a theme context within the
museum and offered more detailed information. Visitor sessions consisted of an
average of 6 and 8.5 documents and lasted an average 6 and 2.6 minutes, respectively. Yamada sRidied an exhibit of 55 related scenes of text, pictures, and video
clips. The exhibit was placed in a theme museum offering more detail information.
Visitor sessions averaged 20 scenes, and lasted about 5 minutes. Neither of the above reported on the percentage of museum visitors who activated the hypertext exhibits.
In contrast, our study covered an introductory level multi-topic exhibit of social science projects, unrelated to the other themes in the exhibit room and the museum. The university anniversary exhibit was placed in the Natural Science Museum14 and consisted of six exhibits of research projects from medicine, dentistry,
archeology, law, psychology, and the social sciences. Thus 'our' visitors were unprepared (by the museum environment) for the thematic content of the hypertext
exhibit and may better be compared to www surfers visiting a virtual museum exhibit.
Visitor interest
Given the external environment for the exhibit, we consider 15% of the museum
visitor population as encouraging for use of hypertext exhibits in a museum context. Visitors spent on average, less than a minute at the exhibit and less than half
activated project presentations. Those who selected project presentations viewed an
average of 8 pages. Given that the visitors had come to a natural science museum,
it is most likely that the social science topics were not expected and/or not of general interest.
Topic interest
The most popular project, i.e. the one selected most frequently, was the first theme
and project from the index lists. It may also have been the most interesting to the
general public. Project presentations were viewed for about half a minute. As could
be expected, most of the time was spent on the introductory page, while detail pages were given successively less attention. Our analysis indicates that both project
selection and the display frequency of individual pages depend significantly on
project sequence in the indexes and sequence among the detail pages.

Navigation within the exhibit
Access to the project presentations was through the indexes, either initially through
the theme index or subsequently by a return to the index level. The overview index
was intended to provide support for topic change, as well as being an orientation
aid. About 60% of the accesses from the overview page were to the project indexes
or presentations, indicating that the index did function as a navigation aid.
Each of the project introduction pages had embedded links within the text given as underscored words or phrases. These pages also contained the navigation
bar with a 'next-page' button which was used for about 75% of the detail page selections. It may be that the visitors were unfamiliar with embedded hypertext links.
Alternatively, they may simply have chosen a familiar, serial navigation through
the project presentations.

Tentative conclusions and suggestions
This was a pilot study of the first use of an electronic exhibit for this museum. Our
observations and experiences are expected to help improve the technical characteristics of coming exhibits. In addition, we expect that our observations of user behaviour can be relevant for virtual exhibits on the WWW. Our main objective was
to study usage characteristics of hypertext exhibits. We have focused on user interest as recorded in navigation paths and in the time spent and number of pages displayed in each session. We were also interested in studying the use of nonlinear navigation tools, particularly the use of embedded hypertext links.
Visitor sessions were short in both time and number of pages displayed, indicating
that care should be taken on choice of topics and their length.
Project selection depended significantly on index placement as did both display
frequency and the time spent viewing the page, indicating a continued need for careful exhibit construction.
Exhibit navigation using a hierarchical index structure with an overview index appeared to function well and is suitable for small (in number of topics) exhibits. Serial navigation, using the 'next-page' option, was chosen 3 times as often as embedded links indicating a need to support both serial and nonlinear navigation.

Further studies
Usage data has been collected for the entire, 12 month, exhibition period. We had
anticipated that topics would be selected by subject interest, but found that index
placement dominates subject selection. After the analysis reported here, the index
sequence has been changed to test the observation that the primary choice is determined by index placement. Data will be available by the end of 1997.
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The exhibit has been moved to the main building of the School of Social Science,
We expect that usage length in time and number of project selections will increase
due to the more theme compatible environment. Data will be available in April
1998.
Axi English version of the exhibit is scheduled for www presentation in December 1997. We expect that www users will make more active use of the embedded links within the exhibit. We lack demographic data about the exhibit users allowing us to distinguish «children at play». A user questionnaire will be included in
the www exhibit.

Samfunnsvitenskap - studier av

Mennesker og Samfunn
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Figure 1: People in Society-A hypertext exhibit
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Notes
I See also http://www.culture.fr/lumiefe/documenls/files/imaginary_exhibition.htinl
3 The social science exhibit was part of the presentation of research projects from the 7 schools of
the University of'Bergen, set up in August 1996 at the Bergen Museum of Natural Science as part
of the university's 50th anniversary.
4 The exhibit was implemented in Norwegian. A www version is available at
hltp://129.177.34.238/museum/Osv-ut.htm, bruker=museum, password= museum.
An English, www version will be made public by the end of 1997.
5 Page composition (the ratio between text and images), which also effects information availability,
cannot be measured in this exhibit due to the effort to maintain page layout conformity.
6 Based on museum statistics for October and November 1996.
7 Some of these may have been the museum guards checking that the exhibit was functioning.
8 In all, there were. 2056 page displays n 119 false starts during the observation period (Tab.l).
9 Note that very young visitors and foreign language tourists could not read the presentations.
10 Index pages 3, 13, 24, and 2 give the only external access to the project presentations (Tab2).
I I Pagetf 12, 19, 16, and 17 from the Palestine and Bank projects respectively (Fig.3, Tab.l).
12 The project name for each page is given Tab. 1. Fig.3 gives the relationship structures.
13 Pages #4, 9, 14, 25, and 28 inTab.2.
14 The exhibit has now been moved to the main building of the School of Social Science which houses the school administration, 4 of the 8 departments, and lecture halls. A new usage analysis is
scheduled for Jan/February 1998.
15 see http://l29.l77.34.238/sis/sis.html-ssi and htrp://129.177.34.238/gir/gir.html-ssi.
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